
AVI 3M
Mid term test review



PART A: Identification of known slides

In the test you will be shown 15 slides that you have studied in class. 
You must identify the full title, artist, (last name spelled correctly), and 
style, (Neoclassical, Romantic or Realism). !
!

One mark for each correct identification for a total of 45 marks.

Knowledge and Understanding



Identify the title, artist and the style.

In the slides that follow





Answers

Title: “Portrait of M. Bertin”	

Artist: Jean August Dominique Ingres. 	

Style: Neoclassicism	






Answers

Title: “The Polar Sea”	

Artist: Caspar David Friedrich. 	

Style: Romanticism	




PART B: Identification of unknown slides

In the test you will be shown 5 slides that you have not seen before. 
You must identify the artist and style based on clear characteristics 
that you can identify from the work in question. Each characteristic 
must be paired up with either the artist or style and you must use full 
sentences to clearly establish the link between them. Two marks for 
each clear identification, (6 marks for each slide), for a total of 30 
marks.

Thinking, Communication, Application



Identify three characteristics within the work  that would 
identify either the artist most likely responsible or the style.

In the slides that follow



“The Countess Hausonville” oil on canvas



Answers
Style: !
Neoclassicism!
!

Characteristics:!
- clean hard edges ... no sign of brush marks!
- clear triangular composition!
- simple and not overly ornate or “busy” background 

Artist: !
Ingres!
!

Characteristics:!
- portrait of wealthy or influential person!
- a pose of classical dignity that captures the personality of the person



PART C: Profile of artists

In the test you will answer a number of detailed questions 
about 3 works of art that you have studied in class. 

Knowledge and Understanding



“The Oath of the  Horatii” by David. 



PART C: Profile of artists

Title: “Oath of the Horatii”!
Artist: Jaques Louis David!
Date of Work: 1784-85!
Museum: Louvre, Paris!
Media: oil on canvas!
!
-Began as Court Painter to Louis 16th became favourite painter of Napoleon after the Revolution!
!
-Theme of the work is about sacrificing personal needs for good of your country!
!
-work is an allegory - uses visual symbols to communicate a message!
!
-Characteristics of Neoclassical painting that are in this work include !
1. Roman/Greek setting !
2. grouping of elements into 3’s- people and columns!
3. clean hard edges - no visible brush marks!
4. use of triangles to shape composition - !
5. minimum of distracting details!

Knowledge and Understanding



“Liberty Leading the People” by Delacroix



“Plowing the Nivernais” by Bonheur


